
Sizes and specifications are subject to change without notice. Actual usable space may vary from any stated floor area. All dimensions are approximate and are subject to normal construction variances. Measurements of rooms set forth on any floor  plan may be taken at the widest 

points of each given room (as if the room were a perfect rectangle), without regard for any cutouts or cabinetry. Floor measurements were calculated on the middle floor of typical floor plates. Balconies may be different on varying levels. Vertical elevation band at balcony edges 

occur at various locations and may affect views.  For approximate locations please refer to scale model and building elevations. Furniture and accessories are not included and are shown only as display. Areas marked “A” and bounded by dotted lines are dropped ceiling areas 

required to accommodate building design. Additional ceiling areas will be dropped to accommodate bulkheads or for any other reason required by the vendor. E.&O.E.
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698 sq. ft. 
ONE BEDROOM + DEN 
(A 102)
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BEDROOM
10’-0” X 11’-8”
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S K Y  2 4
586 sq. ft. 
ONE BEDROOM + DEN + TECH 
(A 003 L12(1)) 
(A 003 L12 R(1))
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